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Abstract

This document defines the format and procedures for interchange of network news articles. It updates and obsoletes RFC 1036, in particular adding support for internationalization of headers and message bodies and multimedia support in message bodies. It does this in a manner designed to maximize backward compatibility with news and mail servers, gateways, and user agents.

Network news articles resemble mail messages but are broadcast to potentially-large audiences, using a flooding algorithm that propagates one copy to each interested host (or group thereof), typically stores only one copy per host, and does not require any central administration or systematic registration of interested
users. Network news originated as the medium of communication for Usenet, circa 1980. Since then Usenet has grown explosively, and many Internet sites participate in it. In addition, the news technology is now in widespread use for other purposes, on the Internet and elsewhere.
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1. Introduction

1.1 Scope

"Netnews" is a set of protocols for generating, storing and retrieving news "articles" (which use the Internet Message Format) and for exchanging them among a readership which is potentially widely distributed. It is organized around "newsgroups", with the expectation that each reader will be able to see all articles posted to each newsgroup in which she participates. These protocols most commonly use a flooding algorithm which propagates copies throughout a network of participating servers. Typically, only one copy is stored per server, and each server makes it available on demand to readers able to access that server.

The predecessor to this document [RFC1036] said that: "In any situation where this standard conflicts with the Internet [email standard, the latter] should be considered correct and this standard in error." The basic philosophy of this document follows that previous convention, so as to standardize news article syntax firmly in the context of Internet Message Format syntax. In the context of the Internet messaging architecture, different protocols (such as IMAP [RFC2060], POP3 [RFC1939], NNTP [RFC0977] and SMTP [RFC2821]) are seen as alternative ways of moving around the same content. That content is the Internet Message Format as specified by [RFC2822], including optional enhancements such as MIME headers or bodies. A user should be able to ingest an article via NNTP, read it via IMAP, forward it off to someone else via SMTP and have them read it via POP3 all without having to alter the content.

This document uses a cite by reference methodology, rather than trying to repeat the contents of other standards, which could otherwise result in subtle differences and interoperability challenges. Although this document is as a result rather short, it requires complete understanding and implementation of the normative references to be compliant.

This document specifies only the syntax of compliant news articles. A companion document will be necessary to specify the policy requirements and recommendations of news agents, servers, and gateways.

1.2 Requirements Notation

The key words "MUST", "MUST NOT", "REQUIRED", "SHALL", "SHALL NOT", "SHOULD", "SHOULD NOT", "RECOMMENDED", "MAY", and "OPTIONAL" in this document are to be interpreted as described in [RFC2119].
1.3 Syntax Notation

Headers defined in this specification use the Augmented Backus-Naur Form (ABNF) notation specified in [RFC2234] and many constructs (including <date-time>, <mailbox-list>, <msg-id>, <unstructured>, and <utext>) defined in [RFC2822].

1.4 Structure of This Document

Section 2 defines the format of news articles. Section 3 defines some additional headers necessary for the netnews environment.
2. Format

2.1 Base

News articles MUST conform to the "legal to generate syntax" specified in Section 3 of [RFC2822]. News agents SHOULD also support the obsolete syntax specified in Section 4 of [RFC2822], particularly to support old news messages and gatewayed obsolete mail messages, but they MUST NOT generate such syntax.

2.2 MIME Conformance

News agents MUST meet the definition of MIME-conformance in [RFC2049]. In addition, news agents MUST support the i18n extensions for parameters, continuations, and language tagging specified in [RFC2231].

Section 2.10 of [RFC2049] describes the display of encoded-words. This document adds an additional requirement that for encoded words using the UTF-8 charset, the news agent MUST at least be able to display the characters which are also in the US-ASCII charset.

The one change from [RFC2047] is that while Section 3 of that document recommends that "members of the ISO-8859-* series be used in preference to other character sets", this document specifies that news agents SHOULD use UTF-8 as the charset for encoded words. Among other things, this is conformant with the IETF recommendations of [RFC2277].

2.3 Other MIME Support

News agents conformant with this document SHOULD support receipt (and automatic reassembly) of message/partial MIME messages, as specified in Section 5.2.2 of [RFC2046] and SHOULD support generation of message/partial articles for excessively large articles.

News agents SHOULD send regular paragraph text as "text/plain; format=flowed" as specified in [RFC2646] and SHOULD preserve flowed text (including quoting) when replying or forwarding, as described in that specification.

News agents MAY support Content-Disposition [RFC2183] and Content-Language [RFC3282].
3. Headers

3.1 New Internet Message Format Headers

Section 3.6 of [RFC2822] defines a series of permitted headers. This document extends that list as follows:

\[
\text{fields} \equiv / * ( \text{newsgroups} / \\
\text{path} / \\
\text{followup-to} / \\
\text{expires} / \\
\text{control} / \\
\text{distribution} / \\
\text{summary} / \\
\text{approved} / \\
\text{organization} / \\
\text{xref} / \\
\text{supersedes} )
\]

3.2 Mandatory Headers

Each news article conformant with this specification MUST have exactly one of each of the following headers: Date, From, Message-ID, Subject, Newsgroups, and Path. The first 4 are specified in [RFC2822].

3.3 News headers

3.3.1 Newsgroups

The Newsgroups header specifies to which newsgroup(s) the article is posted.
A newsgroup name consists of one or more components separated by periods, with no more than 71 characters total. Each component consists of less than 30 or less lowercase letters and digits, or is an encoded component. The order of newsgroup names in the Newsgroups header is not significant.

### 3.3.1.1 Encoded Components

Encoding of i18n newsgroup names follows the general approach laid out in [I-D.ietf-idn-idna]. Encoded components are strings of Unicode characters that have been normalized using [I-D.ietf-idn-nameprep] and encoded using [I-D.ietf-idn-punycode]. The main difference from [I-D.ietf-idn-idna] is that this specification limits encoded components to 30 characters, not 63. With the 4 character ACE prefix, that means that the output of punycode is limited to 26 characters.

This example encodes the newsgroup name that would be displayed as "test.3<nen>b<gumi><kinpachi><sensei>.misc" (the text in brackets is Japanese). The middle component consists of the Unicode string U+0033 U+5E74 U+0062 U+7D44 U+91D1 U+516B U+5148 U+751F. Punycode encodes that string as "3b-ww4c5e180e575a651sy2b". So, the resulting newsgroup name, which has been encoded so as to comply with this document, is "test.xn--3b-ww4c5e180e575a651sy2b.misc".
3.3.1.2 Interaction with Wildmat

The main value of using punycode newsgroup names is that the infrastructure of servers and gateways does not need to be upgraded before users can start taking advantage of i18n newsgroup names. The one exception of this is use of wildmat pattern matching within components, as specified by Section 3.3 of [RFC2980]. As specified, wildmat continues to work normally when doing matches between components, such as "test.*" matching the example newsgroup from the previous section. However, wildmat matching within encoded components does not work correctly, due to the presence of the ACE prefix. In the above example, "test.3*" should match the newsgroup name from the previous section, but will not.

Rectifying this will require a change in the standards-track successor to [RFC2980]. Specifically, such an upgraded wildmat format would probably need to specify that matching occurs in decoded form as Unicode characters.

3.3.2 Path

The Path-header shows the route taken by a message since its entry into the Netnews system.

\[
\text{path} = "\text{Path:}\" [\text{FWS}] \\
* ( \text{path-host} [\text{FWS}] \text{path-delimiter} [\text{FWS}] ) \\
\text{path-host} [\text{FWS}] \text{CRLF}
\]

\[
\text{path-host} = ( \text{ALPHA} / \text{DIGIT} ) \\
* ( \text{ALPHA} / \text{DIGIT} / "-" / "." / ":" / "_" )
\]

\[
\text{path-delimiter} = "/" / ":" / ":" / "," / ":!
\]

3.3.3 Followup-To

The Followup-To header specifies to which newsgroup(s) followups should be posted.

\[
\text{followup-to} = "\text{Followup-To:}\" ( \text{newsgroup-list} / \text{poster-text} ) \\
\text{CRLF}
\]

\[
\text{poster-text} = [\text{FWS}] \%70.6F.73.74.65.72 [\text{FWS}] \\
; "\text{poster}\" \text{in lower-case}
\]

The syntax is the same as that of the Newsgroups content, with the exception that the magic word "poster" (which is always lowercase) means that followups should be mailed to the article’s reply address rather than posted. In the absence of Followup-To, the default
newsgroup(s) for a followup are those in the Newsgroups header.

### 3.3.4 Expires

The Expires header content specifies a date and time when the article is deemed to be no longer useful and should be removed ("expired").

```
expires       = "Expires:" date-time CRLF
```

### 3.3.5 Control

The Control-header marks the article as a control message, and specifies the desired actions (additional to the usual ones of storing and/or relaying the article). Control messages are further specified in Section 4.

```
control       = "Control:" verb *( FWS argument ) CRLF
```

### 3.3.6 Distribution

The Distribution header content specifies geographic or organizational limits on an article’s propagation.

```
distribution = "Distribution:" dist-name *( "," dist-name ) CRLF
dist-name    = [FWS] ALPHA *( ALPHA / \+ / \- / \_ ) [FWS]
```

### 3.3.7 Summary

The Summary header content is a short phrase summarizing the article’s content.

```
summary      = "Summary:" unstructured CRLF
```

### 3.3.8 Approved

The Approved header content indicates the mailing addresses (and possibly the full names) of the persons or entities approving the article for posting.

```
approved     = "Approved:" mailbox-list CRLF
```

### 3.3.9 Organization

The Organization header content is a short phrase identifying the poster’s organization.

```
organization = "Organization:" unstructured CRLF
```
3.3.10 Xref

The Xref header content indicates where an article was filed by the last relayer to process it.

\[
xref = "Xref:" [CFWS] path-host
1*( CFWS location ) [CFWS]
\]

location = newsgroup-name ":" utext

3.3.11 Supersedes

The Supersedes header content specifies articles to be cancelled.

\[
supersedes = "Supersedes:" 1*msg-id CRLF
\]

3.4 Other Mail Headers

The headers Reply-To, Sender, In-Reply-To, References, Comments, and Keywords are often used in news articles and have the identical syntax to that specified in [RFC2822].
4. Control Messages

Describe control messages here, including definition for <verb> and <argument>.
5. Security Considerations

The news article format specified in this document does not provide any security services, such as confidentiality, authentication of sender, or non-forgery. Instead, such services need to be layered above, using such protocols as S/MIME [RFC2633] or PGP/MIME [RFC3156], or below, using secure versions of news transport protocols. Additionally, several currently non-standardized protocols [PGPVERIFY] will hopefully be standardized in the near future.
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Appendix A. Architectural Decisions

A.1 Encoded Words vs. Raw UTF-8

A significant amount of work was done proposing that Usenet use raw UTF-8 [RFC2279] in headers to accomplish i18n rather than 2047/2231 encoded words and punycode for newsgroup names. The main problem with raw UTF-8 is that every user agent, server, and gateway in an article’s path needs to be upgraded in order to ensure successful transmission. This is especially problematic in news-to-mail gateways used by most moderators. By contrast, no upgrades are necessary for successful transmission of articles with i18n headers encoded with 2047/2231/punycode. Of course, support for these encodings is necessary in transmitting and receiving user agents to properly display i18n text, but even un-upgraded user agents can still interact with i18n articles like they do with existing ones (such as by selecting an i18n newsgroup by entering its punycode encoded name), with the exception that i18n headers may look garbled. This, of course, provides an incentive for the user to upgrade. Upgrades of the infrastructure remain unnecessary, with the exception of wildmat as specified in Section 3.3.1.2.

A.2 Why Use Punycode Instead of UTF-7

Since punycode support will already need to be implemented in user agents that support IDNA [I-D.ietf-idn-idna], support for nameprep and punycode is expected not to require much additional development. Punycode compresses much better than UTF-7 [RFC2152], and for much text, better than UTF-8. Punycode doesn’t apply special meaning to the "+" character which is currently used by newsgroup names. Finally, the "xn--" delimiter uniquely identifies encoded components.
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